I am Yemi, the founding partner of ESG monitor. I am very excited to share with you our drive for working on development of ESG monitor System (ESGMS) Technology – Business System Software and App big data solution that measures Corporate Sustainability contributions to achievement of Sustainable Development Goals.
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• The absence of Corporate Sustainability performance data on Greenhouse gases effects, environmental damages, human and economic development inequalities outputs from business enterprises value chains is the reason for slow progress to climate change mitigation action and sustainable development goals delivery.

• The compliance information gap of value chain product and waste outputs in relation to corporate environment, social and financial responsibilities conduct led to national economic interest protectionism such as:

• On June 1, 2017, United States President Donald Trump announced that the U.S. would cease all participation in the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change mitigation. Trump stated that "The Paris accord will undermine (the U.S.) economy," and "puts (the U.S.) at a permanent disadvantage."
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Corporate Unsustainability contributed to global sustainable development problems such as:

• Climate Change / Global Warming
• devastation to lives and properties caused by high frequencies of natural disasters occurrences
• public health emergencies
• food shortages and famine
• refuges crises
• banking and corporations’ operational failures
Corporate Financial Responsibility (CFR) poor performance

Corporate Fraud

Corporate Financial Mismanagement
NO ONE SHOULD DIE FOR FASHION
While the consequences of corporate environmental responsibility poor performance are:

Environmental degradation
Environmental pollution
Frequency and harshness of natural disasters
LUNGS CANCER

Early prevention with X-rays is necessary

- Later symptoms:
  - cough
  - coughing up blood
  - breathing problems
  - weight loss

- Most frequent risks:
  - smoking
  - polluted air
  - genetics
  - radioactive materials
  - asbestos dust
## Corporate Social Responsibility Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOAL</th>
<th>PLEASE SELECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>04/09/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Donations to local food bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENCY</td>
<td>GBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMOUNT</td>
<td>12,345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submit**  **Add**
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The ESG monitor System (ESGMS) Technology – Business System Software help businesses and organisations to manage their corporate Responsibilities and Sustainability performance data for attainment and maintenance of Corporate Sustainability - CS Ratings standard. CS Rating is a rewardable acknowledgment of verifiable and transparent Organisations contributions to Sustainable Development Goals - SDGs delivery.
The CR–Performance Tracker App Solution

Organisations may grant access to real time corporate responsibilities performance via the app to the public, shareholders, directors, managers and employee
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Product Benefits - ESGMS software and mobile phone App solution ensure:

• The **Business** derives corporate sustainability (CS) competitiveness advantage as **Consumers** can make informed purchase decision based on CS rating status of companies.

• The **Shareholders** does not suffer unexpected loss from share value crash due to value chain activities environmental, social and financial non-compliance problems. They are informed of corporate responsibilities performance of their companies in real time - No Surprises!!

• The **Directors / CEO’s / Presidents** does not have to resign or be removed and faced legal actions after hard earned career of service due to value chain activities environmental, social and financial non-compliance problems. They are informed of corporate responsibilities performance of their companies in real time.
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- The **Investors** can make informed decision based on corporate sustainability- CS rating status of companies.

- The **multilateral and government** policy and regulatory objectives can be focus on helping industries and companies’ achievement of corporate sustainability.

- The **customers / host communities and the whole society** does not have to suffer material, physical, physiological damages from corporate unsustainability outcomes such as loss of livelihood, homes, heritage, pension, money, medical injuries, life and global warming consequences on continue existence of planet earth.
PROTECT THE CLIMATE FOR US!
We required the United Nations support to realise ESG monitor System vision of making the planet earth a better place now and sustainable for future generation.
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There Is No Planet B